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36' (10.97m)   2014   Deep Impact   36 Open Center Console
Miami  Florida  United States

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer:Deep Impact
Engines: Hull Material: Composite
Engine Model: Cruise Speed:
Engine HP: Max Speed:
Beam: Cabins/Heads:/
Max Draft: " Fuel Type: Gas/Petrol
Water: Fuel:

$199,994
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Data Sheet

Category: Center Consoles
Subcategory: Racing-High Performance
Condition: Used
Model Year: 2014
LOA: 36' (10.97m)

Fuel Type: Gas/Petrol
Hull Material: Composite

Builder: Deep Impact
HIN/IMO: IMX36056I112
In Stock: Yes

Engines/Generators
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Summary/Description

Deep Impact Boats build custom, performance-oriented center consoles one at a time. They are proven time and time
again to be the fastest center console on the market. They are also very efficient and are certain to turn heads anywhere
you take one.

Materials

All our hulls are reinforced with resin infused coring. The hullsides are cored with Mantex and Divinicel and then further
reinforced with bullet proof Kevlar layers. Deep Impact utilizes a resin infusion system for all fiberglass components.
Infused parts are lighter, stronger, and more consistent, all of which makes a better boat.

Performance

Deep Impact’s 36’ and 39’ models can accommodate up to four 350 HP engines utilizing the most advanced propellers,
with speeds in excess of eighty-five miles per hour. Our engine installation team consists of members who have rigged
champion offshore racing boats.

Customization

Every Deep Impact that we produce is as unique as its future owner. That is why every detail is customizable including
countless combinations of possible deck layouts and color options. Call today to discuss your dream boat with one of our
experts.

Notable Standard Features:

Fiberglass hard top with led lights flush mounted in the top and in the frame

Dual transom walkways make boarding convenient

Large forward fish box with macerator pump

Notable Opt

Deep Impact Boats build custom, performance
oriented center consoles one at a time. They are
proven time and time again to be the fastest center
console on the market. They are also very efficient
and are certain to turn heads anywhere you take
one. The 36 model is offered in 4 different styles, and
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any combination of those can be combined for a truly
custom boat designed exactly how you like her. 

Engineering

Deep Impact’s computer engineered multi-step hull was designed to do two things very well: 1) go fast, and 2) go fast
with comfort. The multi-step hull produces nearly 20% more speed and miles per gallon.ional Features:

Two different types of forward seating

Sport bolster seating available for the driver, transom and console

Available Carbon Fiber parts allow for a level of finish far above what others offer

Anchor windlass with stainless steel anchor and bow plate

Sound System options from 4 to 20+ speakers
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